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Top 20 Reasons He's a Slimy Jerk BastardJessa: To help you get over your train wreck EX, I've
enclosed 20 envelopes. Each one has a reason why Sean is a jerk and not worth the dirt on your
shoes. And each one has an instruction for you to do one un-Jessa-like thing a day. NO
CHEATING!Ciao! ―CWhen Jessa catches her boyfriend, Sean, making out with Natalie "the
Boob Job" Stone three days before their drama club's departure to Italy, she completely freaks.
Stuck with a front-row view of Sean and Natalie making out against the backdrop of a country
that oozes romance, Jessa promises to follow all of the outrageous instructions in her best
friend's care package and open her heart to new experiences. Enter cute Italian boy stage
left.Jessa had prepared to play the role of humiliated ex-girlfriend, but with Carissa directing her
life from afar, it's finally time to take a shot at being a star."Instructions for a Broken Heart
transported me―to Italy, back to high school, to the wrench and ache of a first breakup and the
exhilaration of self-discovery…with multifaceted characters and realistic complexities, this
unforgettable novel is a journey I'm so glad to have taken."―Eireann Corrigan, author of
Accomplice

"Culbertson balances the story between teen angst and a nice Italian travelogue. The author has
a flair for evocative descriptions. . . The major strength here is in the literary quality of the writing,
although teens may be more interested in the characters’ relationship." ― Kirkus Reviews"I really
enjoyed this tale that transported me to Italy and memories of that first break-up and betrayal.
Jessa is used to doing everything well. One refreshing thing about this story is her character isn't
a one sided drama student that are in some other books and even on TV. No, Jessa is a multi-
layered person who's struggles with Sean's betrayal and to the wrenching heartache of first love
ring very true. The lush background of Italy tugs at Jessa as does the cute mysterious Italian boy
who just shows up to Dylan Thomas, a boy from the other school. The letters from Carissa
remind me of 13 LITTLE BLUE ENVELOPES only these instructions have Jessa do some
experiences that go way out of her comfort zone. For example the whole Laundry Rule 101 that it
should be a crime for an ex to wear something you bought them. What Jessa does with this one
to Sean is hilarious. The romps through Italy are both touching to hilarious.Another thing I really
loved was the whole kiss-a-frog-thing wasn't about finding a prince but rather that you had to
follow your own share of frogs on a stick through the busy streets before you get them smashed
on the cement so you can find your own way. This is in reference to their tour guide who has this
frog on a stick that they all find very annoying. Jessa finds out on her journey through Italy that
she has to do just that.This is a must read for fans of Sarah Dessen and those who loved
Culbertson's first book SONGS FOR A TEENAGE NOMAD. This book also has some free verse
poems throughout the pages. A real treat for those who need a welcomed break from all the



paranormals and dystopias out there." ― Young Adult Books Central"While contemporary was
never my favourite thing before, truly I'm finding a wonderful and eclectic mix of books to satiate
my contemporary appetite now. Instructions for a Broken Heart doesn't have the most original of
premises―cheating guy, good best friend, chance to find oneself etc.―but author Kim
Culbertson has delicately balanced a strong setting, a great cast of characters and a coming-of-
age story that anyone can relate to. Laugh out loud funny, tender and sweet, Instructions for a
Broken Heart is one of those books that makes me feel like the character might just be me or my
best friend.The strongest part of Instructions for a Broken Heart was the main character, Jessa,
in my humble opinion. It is so easy to draw a character that becomes weak and spineless in her
situation, but Jessa's personality was perfectly played. She hesitates, she's flawed and she has
self-doubt, but it's not in the crippling 'woe is me' sense of the word. Jessa wants to find
happiness and she wants to have a great time in Italy. The way the list gives her a chance to step
outside herself, introduce a cast of fantastic secondary characters and show us a world of
adventure was a skill in and of itself, making me enjoy and relate to Instructions for a Broken
Heart that much more.All in all, Instructions for a Broken Heart was a sweet, heartfelt and
extremely approachable book. It exceeded my expectations, which were already high. I give it a
strong 4.5 out of 5, and I'd recommend it to fans of YA, especially those who enjoy contemporary
fiction." ― i swim for oceans"There seems to be just the right amount of drama amongst the
characters without being contrived. This is a quick read that moves at a rapid pace...The book
will circulate well in libraries that have a strong following of teen romance and teen angst
novels." ― Library Media Connection"I definitely recommend this book for those who like
realistic chick-lit and books by Sarah Dessen. Jessa was a mess at the beginning of the book,
and grew into an entirely new person by the end. Speaking of which, the ending I didn't see
coming at all! There were two or three twists in the story, and I was literally smiling on the last
page. Everything just worked out so perfectly, yet it wasn't cheesy or unrealistic! You'll just have
to read the book to find out what I mean..." ― Books Obsession"Kim Culbertson has an
incredible talent for writing a beautiful coming of age stories filled with wonderful
accompaniment as well. Through the Broadway show tunes many readers have grown up with or
are now becoming acquainted with in it’s recent popularity, Instructions for a Broken Heart has
not only background music but background memories to accompany it. As a teen who grew up
around the high school theater kids and remembers those songs after playing them over and
over in the orchestral pit the music was a welcome stroll down memory lane, one that connected
me to Jessa and her story completely. Instructions for a Broken Heart is set in the beautiful cities
of Italy and will no doubt have Chick Lit fans swooning with each setting along Jessa’s trip. Learn
what it takes to be the person you truly are inside by following a few Instructions for a Broken
Heart." ― Chick Lit Reviews"Instructions for a Broken Heart may not be for everyone, but I did
like it. Jessa was a unique character who was dealing with a lot and learned a lot about herself
and those around her over the course of the book. The scenery described in Italy was amazing
and I liked imaging the different places Jessa and the rest visited. Kim Culbertson is a talented



writer, and I do recommend both this and Songs of a Teenage Nomad." ― The Book ScoutAbout
the AuthorKim Culbertson has taught high school English, creative writing and drama for over
ten years in both public and private schools and sees her writing as an extension of her
teaching. She lives in the Northern California foothills with her husband and daughter, where she
loves to drink coffee and look at the clouds.
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Christianna, “One Of My Favorite Break-Up Books. An Open Letter To Instructions for a Broken
Heart,You go book! You're pretty much one of the funniest and sweetest breakup books I've
ever read. I think that the reason I liked you so much could be because of fairly current life
events of my own? That's always a possibility, but that being said you had most of my favorite
things in your pages. Legit girl/boy friendships that don't head into romantic territory, about
1,000 Broadway show references and Italy (aka foreign lands). You really out did yourself and
I'm not sure why more people don't know about you. We've all been in your shoes, or one day
we will be and I think you're pretty cool for being who you are.-The White UnicornI think what
pulled me right into this story was the writing itself. Oh, and the previously mentioned Broadway
musical references. You can't go wrong with those, you just can't. But anyway, Culbertson really
knows how to describe what is happening around Jessa. Sure, her language heads toward the
flowery side of things, but there is a lot of weight in all the pretty words and that doesn't happen
all the time. There is a undefined, magical quality to what you read in these pages. It's
guaranteed to get ugly, there are going to be tears shed, but it still seems almost like a real life
fairytale.Imagine what it would be like to find your boyfriend cheating on you and then you have
to go on a 10 day trip with the new happy couple... in Italy. That's what Jessa has to deal with.
To top everything off, her best friend isn't on the trip with her, but not to worry, we get to know
Carissa through the 20 envelopes that she sends off with Jessa. Jessa comes off as slightly
whiny and lost, but you understand where she's at and you're wanting to give her high fives by
the end of the book. This girl is hilarious and I like how she's not painted as a Saint, even though
it's easy to side with her. She has a lot of growing up left to do and a large chunk of that ends up
happening on the beautiful streets of various Italian cities.The setting is rich. You can feel Italy's
heart in the story. It's almost it's own character. An entity that helps Jessa heal and keeps her
and us as readers highly entertained as the novel progresses. You get to see a lot of Italy in just
10 days. I was impressed.So, because their school's acting program is fairly small, Jessa's
school has to team up with another group of high school students. It was a clever plot point to
have two separate schools on the same tour. It added lots of interesting characters and also
gave us Dylan Thomas, who sounded pretty darn dreamy, if you're asking me. It was great to
see Jessa form an instant friendship with him as well as seeing her interacting with her best
male friend Tyler. I loved that Culbertson gave us such a genuine friendship between two teens
like Jessa and Tyler. It would have been so easy for them to be romantic leads together, but they
just worked as friends and it was awesome to see in YA. Of course that still leaves us with Dylan
Thomas...Instructions for a Broken Heart will remind you of what it feels to have your heart
ripped out and what it means to put it back together again. Sometimes the journey is messy, but
in the end you'll end up being bigger and better than you were before. Jessa reminds us of that
more than anything else.You can read this and many other reviews on my YA book blog The
White Unicorn!”



K. Piper, “Culbertson's writing is growing. Culbertson's first novel, 
  
Songs for a Teenage Nomad

  
  
was an impressive first novel with some very interesting echoes of Holden Caulfield, and she
builds on that success with her second book. Her prose flows throughout the book, illuminating
both the characters and the magnificent setting of Italy. Culbertson's characters feel like real
teens, with real teen problems, but also real teen opportunities, and the novel captures both in
an enchanting fashion worthy of the locale. An excellent read, and I'm eagerly awaiting what
journey Culbertson will take us on next.”

Ms. J. Clarke, “Now I have to go to Italy. I fell in love with Italy through the eyes of Kim Culbertson,
through the eyes of Jessa.We meet Jessa at what has probably been the worst moment of her
life thus far. She's walked inon her boyfriend in a very compromising position, with another girl.
Natalie, otherwise knownas "the boob job". Very shortly after recieveing the shock of her life,
Jessa and the rest of herschool drama group head off on a trip ti Italy, with a group from another
school.Bring in Carissa, Jessa's best friend. And her 20 envelopes, each containing a reason
why Sean(boob job snogging boyfriend) is not worth her time or tears. Along with an instruction.
SomethingJessa has to do to fix her broken heart. Some of these are silly, some have real wight
to themin helping Jessa to figure out how she feels. not just about Sean, but about her whole life
andthe people in it.We meet Tyler, her other best friend, who is falling in love for the first time and
angry that Jessais too wrapped p in her own drama to notice, but he still tries to help her find her
way. Thereare others who really try to help her too, a teacher, other members of her group and
the otherschool's group. It is obviois that a some point Jessa's journey will lead her to someone
who is rightfor her, but we are mislead about who thisis and I won't give any spoilers.Ultimately
this is not just a story about some girl who's boyfriend cheated, blah blah blah.It is a real journey
of self discovery, of figuring out where we may have gone wrong, of how we haveconvinced
ourselves that we are on the right path. Of how people can be bad, bad people can also begood,
and the good ones can hurt us too. How it is possible to find forgiveness, that the forgivenesscan
be the first step in fixing what is broken. I thouroughly enjoyed this. It did not change my life,but it
did make me think about the things we deem important, and what people are capable of. Not



justthose who do the bad things, but those who are wronged. Very beautifully written, but it
wouldn't havebeen nearly as beautiful a story if it hadn't been set in Italy. I don't know if the
author has ever beenthere, but it really came alive for me.”

The book by K. L. Going has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 43 people have provided feedback.
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